DEAR FRIENDS OF THE A.R.E. LIBRARY,

We are getting ready to renovate your beloved A.R.E. Library! By the time this arrives in your mailbox, we will be underway with construction!

This is all happening because of two especially generous contributions from the Gail Anita Flagler Foundation in Chicago and Shirley Coleman of Georgetown, Texas. The Gail Anita Flagler Foundation made the donation in Gail's memory. Gail and her mother, long-time member Juanna, were a regular presence at the annual Ancient Mysteries conference. Shirley contributed on behalf of her family—the Josh Coleman family—who got her involved with the life-changing Edgar Cayce material.

As the final capital project of the $31.7 million CREATE Campaign, the Visitor Center received the results of the Archival Needs Assessment that was conducted in October of last year. The team of archivists from the History Associates in Rockville, Maryland consisted of Mark Evans, Kelly Lathrop, and Megan O’Herron. The Assessment team evaluated approximately 575 linear feet of paper records in addition to 193 linear feet of audiovisual materials, 60 linear feet of photographs, 17 linear feet of artwork, and 12 linear feet of framed artwork. The Assessment results contained the prioritized set of recommendations for the Archive. The majority of physical materials were stable and in good condition, with some evidence of deterioration from age and use. The proposed recommendations were split into short-term and long-term actions. The first action consists of developing a foundation of best practice standards. The History Associates will work with the Edgar Cayce Foundation staff to develop guiding documents that support the archives such as the Collection Scope, Roles and Responsibilities, Acquisitions Policy, Accessioning/Deaccessioning Guidelines, Deed of Gift, Access Policies, and Fee Structure.

The Assessment team learned that few policies exist to provide governance over the collection, and staff members frequently rely on memory or their own personal research to locate materials when servicing research requests. Without suitable policies or intellectual control, the collection is vulnerable to a variety of issues including copyright infringement and unauthorized access to the collection. History Associates believes this valuable collection is worthy of recognition on a much broader scale. With proper policies, procedures, and a cohesive intellectual arrangement with rich potential for digitization, the Edgar Cayce Foundation can successfully promote and provide access to the unique contents of this collection and Edgar Cayce’s important work for the world at large.

These initial steps will prepare the Archive for the next phase of processing the various collections within the Archive and preparing materials digitally for a content management system. The overall project goal is to have the physical collection in complete collaboration with the digital aspect of the collection. This project may take years to complete but we are dedicated to preserving the history of the Edgar Cayce work in the best way possible. This Assessment could not have happened without the support of several contributions. We are so grateful and appreciative for your continued support.
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We hope you are as excited about these plans as we are. With the new layout, we will have enough space to add new shelving as your Library continues to grow in size. Currently, the A.R.E. Library has nearly 80,000 books and materials. This renovation is going to be a major step forward for the Library and the A.R.E. overall. Thank you to all who have been part of it.

Friends of the A.R.E.
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ADOPT-A-BOOK PROGRAM

Edgar Cayce's A.R.E. Library Adopt-a-Book program encourages and provides support of library services including preservation of materials, acquisitions, digital conservation, and research in one of the largest metaphysical libraries in the world.

Your tax deductible gift of support is a tangible way to remember a loved one, honor a special milestone, or celebrate an occasion while supporting the mission of the library:

Mission of the Library

To provide library service, enhance spiritual community, strengthen connectedness within the Association, foster personal growth, encourage “the love of God and man,” and promote the oneness of all life in the experience of those who seek greater consciousness.

“All knowledge is to be used in the manner that will give help and assistance to others, and the desire is that the laws of the Creator be manifested in the physical world.” —Edgar Cayce

How it Works

Choose the book you wish to adopt within the contribution tier level.

You can view a list of adoptable books here: https://www.edgarcayce.org/our-work/are-library/adoptabook-program or contact Laura Hoff by email at laurah@edgarcayce.org or by telephone at 757-457-7223. Each book is associated with a contribution tier level. The book you choose must match the contribution tier level. Please note your contribution will go into the general library fund to support the services and programs of the library. The list of books for adoption will be changed from time to time.

Donor Acknowledgement

You may adopt a book in your name or in the name of someone you wish to honor. Your gift will be acknowledged with a personal bookplate within the book. Several people may adopt the same book; therefore a book may include several bookplates. Bookplate information will also appear in the card catalog listing.

A letter of acknowledgement will be sent to you. If you are adopting a book in honor of someone, you can present the letter to the recipient. Please note that we do not send the acknowledgement letter directly to the beneficiary. If it is time sensitive in order to present the letter as a gift, please contact Laura Hoff and your acknowledgement can be emailed to you.

BOOKS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution Level</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exclusive Level ($5,000)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limited Edition Level ($1,000)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antique Level ($500)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collectible Level ($250)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wisdom Level ($100)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seeker Level ($50)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Happening

The library conference center opened in 1975. On March 5, 1975, over 200 people moved 16,000 books from the Cayce hospital to the new library in an event called, “The Happening” also known as the book brigade.

Present at this historic event was long-time staff member, Joan Grasser.

The Happening was Hugh Lynn Cayce’s idea. One Saturday in March, we lined up from the hospital building to the new Visitor Center. It was a very cold, overcast day, but our enthusiastic group was excited to begin this very important project.

Several of us also brought our children along. A small team of “cheerleaders” brought us hot coffee, and Hugh Lynn stopped and talked about how exciting this was. His dream of having a conference center was fast becoming a reality. The librarians were the folks at the very end of the people chain in the library to direct where to place the books.

We did not fully grasp and appreciate what a milestone it was until afterward. It was an honor and privilege to pass those books from our old building to a brand new conference center, beautifully furnished with lots of space for the books. It quietly filled up, and it was a major change from what is the current dining room in the hospital building to a formal library that we all use today. —Joan Grasser

Today, Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. Library is close to having 80,000 books and keeps growing.

Milestone Reached

Rodney Hauger, long-time patron of the A.R.E. Library, has checked out 1,000 books! Rodney first came to the A.R.E. in 1972 to seek help with his eyesight. He was part of the book brigade in 1975 when over 200 staff members and volunteers spent an entire day transferring more than 16,000 books from the historic Cayce Hospital to the newly built Visitor Center.
ADOPT-A-BOOK PROGRAM
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. Library Adopt-a-Book program encourages and provides support of library services including preservation of materials, acquisitions, digital conservation, and research in one of the largest metaphysical libraries in the world.

Your tax-deductible gift of support is a tangible way to remember a loved one, honor a special milestone, or celebrate an occasion while supporting the mission of the library:

Mission of the Library
To provide library service, enhance spiritual community, strengthen connectedness within the Association, foster personal growth, encourage “the love of God and man,” and promote the oneness of all life in the experience of those who seek greater consciousness.

“All knowledge is to be used in the manner that will give help and assistance to others, and the desire is that the laws of the Creator be manifested in the physical world.” —Edgar Cayce

How it Works
Choose the book you wish to adopt within the contribution tier level. You can view a list of adoptable books here: http://www.edgarcayce.org/our-work/are-library/adoptabook-program or contact Laura Hoff by email at laurah@edgarcayce.org or by telephone at 757.457.7223. Each book is associated with a contribution tier level. The book you choose must match the contribution tier level. Please note your contribution will go into the general library fund to support the services and programs of the library. The list of books for adoption will be changed from time to time.

Donor Acknowledgement
You may adopt a book in your name or in the name of someone you wish to honor. Your gift will be acknowledged with a personal bookplate within the book. Several people may adopt the same book; therefore a book may include several bookplates. Bookplate information will also appear in the card catalog listing.

A letter of acknowledgement will be sent to you. If you are adopting a book in honor of someone, you can present the letter to the recipient. Please note that we do not send the acknowledgement letter directly to the beneficiary. If it is time sensitive in order to present the letter as a gift, please contact Laura Hoff and your acknowledgement can be emailed to you.

BOOKS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution Level</th>
<th>Book Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive Level ($5,000)</td>
<td>There Is a River: The Story of Edgar Cayce by Thomas Sugnire From Reserve Collection #159 Signed by Edgar Cayce Published 1942 (First Printing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Edition Level ($1,000)</td>
<td>My Years with Edgar Cayce: The Personal Story of Gladys Davis Turner by Mary Ellen Carter From Reserve Collection Signed by Gladys Davis Published 1972 (First Edition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antique Level ($500)</td>
<td>Mycenae: A Narrative of Researches From Reserve Collection by Henry Schliemann Published 1878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collectible Level ($250)</td>
<td>Many Mansions by Gina Cerminara Published 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom Level ($100)</td>
<td>Edgar Cayce on the Akashic Records by Kevin J. Todeschi Published 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeker Level ($50)</td>
<td>Edgar Cayce’s Origin and Destiny of Man by Lytle Robinson Published 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Happening
The library conference center opened in 1975. On March 8, 1975, over 200 people moved 16,000 books from the Cayce hospital to the new library in an event called, “The Happening” also known as the book brigade.

Present at this historic event was long-time staff member, Joan Grasser.

The Happening was Hugh Lynn Cayce’s idea. One Saturday in March, we lined up from the hospital building to the new Visitor Center. It was a very cold, overcast day, but our enthusiastic group was excited to begin this very important project. Several of us also brought our children along. A small team of “cheerleaders” brought us hot coffee, and Hugh Lynn stopped and talked about how exciting this was. His dream of having a conference center was fast becoming a reality. The librarians were the folks at the very end of the people chain in the library to direct where to place the books.

We did not fully grasp and appreciate what a milestone it was until afterward. It was an honor and privilege to pass those books from our old building to a brand new conference center, beautifully furnished with lots of space for the books. It quickly filled up, and it was a major change from what is the current dining room in the hospital building to a formal library that we all use today.—Joan Grasser

Today, Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. Library is close to having 80,000 books and keeps growing.

Milestone Reached
Rodney Hauger, long-time patron of the A.R.E. Library, has checked out 1,000 books! Rodney first came to the A.R.E. in 1972 to seek help with his eyesight. He was part of the book brigade in 1975 when over 200 staff members and volunteers spent an entire day transferring more than 16,000 books from the historic Cayce Hospital to the newly built Visitor Center.
**NEW CIRCULATING FILES**

- Aneurysms
- Asceticism
- Bruises and After Effects
- Childbirth: After Effects, Vol. 1
- Childbirth: After Effects, Vol. 2
- Eyes: Weak
- Gold: Internal Usage
- Holy of Holies
- Initiates and Initiations
- Injuries, Accidents: After Effects, Vol. 1
- Injuries, Accidents: After Effects, Vol. 2
- Injuries, Accidents: After Effects, Vol. 3
- Jesus’ Apostle: Andrew
- Knees
- Prostate
- Prostatoliths
- Senses: Smell, Taste, Vol. 1 & 2
- Service to Others
- Shock to the Nervous System
- Soul: Old
- Soul: Twin
- Tumore: Fatty

---

**EDGAR CAYCE FOUNDATION**

In January of 2017, the Edgar Cayce Foundation received the results of the Archival Needs Assessment that was conducted in October of last year. The team of archivists from the History Associates in Rockville, Maryland consisted of Mark Evans, Kelly Lathrop, and Megan O’Her. The Assessment team evaluated approximately 575 linear feet of paper records in addition to 193 linear feet of audiovisual materials. 60 linear feet of photographs, 17 linear feet of artfacs, and 12 linear feet of framed artwork.

The Assessment results contained the prioritized set of recommendations for the Archive. The majority of physical materials were stable and in good condition, with some evidence of deterioration from age and use. The proposed recommendations were split into short-term and long-term actions. The first action consists of developing a foundation of best practice standards. The History Associates will work with the Edgar Cayce Foundation staff to develop guiding documents that support the archives such as the Collection Scope, Roles and Responsibilities, Acquisitions Policy, Accessioning/Deaccessioning Guidelines, Deed of Gift, Access Policies, and Fee Structure.

The Assessment team learned that few policies exist to provide governance over the collection, and staff members frequently rely on memory or their own personal research to locate materials when servicing research requests. Without suitable policies or intellectual control, the collection is vulnerable to a variety of issues including copyright infringement and unauthorized access to the collection. History Associates believes this valuable collection is worthy of recognition on a much broader scale. With proper policies, procedures, and a cohesive intellectual arrangement with rich potential for digitization, the Edgar Cayce Foundation can successfully promote and provide access to the unique contents of this collection and Edgar Cayce’s important work for the world at large.

These initial steps will prepare the Archive for the next phase of processing the various collections within the Archive and preparing materials digitally for a content management system. The overall project goal is to have the physical collection in complete collaboration with the digital aspect of the collection. This project may take years to complete but we are dedicated to preserving the history of the Edgar Cayce work in the best way possible. This Assessment could not have happened without the support of several contributions. We are so grateful and appreciative for your continued support.
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**DEAR FRIENDS OF THE A.R.E. LIBRARY,**

We are getting ready to renovate your beloved A.R.E. Library! By the time this arrives in your mailbox, we will be underway with construction!

This is all happening because of two especially generous contributions from the Gall Anita Flager Foundation in Chicago and Shirley Coleman of Georgetown, Texas. The Gall Anita Flager Foundation made the donation in Gall’s memory. Gall and her mother, long-time member Juanita, were a regular presence at the annual Ancient Mysteries Conference. Shirley contributed on behalf of her family—the Josh Coleman family—who got her involved with the life-changing Cayce material.

As the final capital project of the $31.7 million CREATE Campaign, the Visitor Center has already received upgraded restrooms and HVAC; the Library and Meditation Room come next; and finally the lobby will be revitalized once enough funds are raised. We have met with Board member Claire Levy O’Her, long-time member Juanita, were a regular presence at the annual Ancient Mysteries conference. Shirley contributed on behalf of her family—the Josh Coleman family—who got her involved with the life-changing Cayce material.

The Assessment results contained the prioritized set of recommendations for the Archive. The majority of physical materials were stable and in good condition, with some evidence of deterioration from age and use. The proposed recommendations were split into short-term and long-term actions. The first action consists of developing a foundation of best practice standards. The History Associates will work with the Edgar Cayce Foundation staff to develop guiding documents that support the archives such as the Collection Scope, Roles and Responsibilities, Acquisitions Policy, Accessioning/Deaccessioning Guidelines, Deed of Gift, Access Policies, and Fee Structure.

The Assessment team learned that few policies exist to provide governance over the collection, and staff members frequently rely on memory or their own personal research to locate materials when servicing research requests. Without suitable policies or intellectual control, the collection is vulnerable to a variety of issues including copyright infringement and unauthorized access to the collection. History Associates believes this valuable collection is worthy of recognition on a much broader scale. With proper policies, procedures, and a cohesive intellectual arrangement with rich potential for digitization, the Edgar Cayce Foundation can successfully promote and provide access to the unique contents of this collection and Edgar Cayce’s important work for the world at large.

These initial steps will prepare the Archive for the next phase of processing the various collections within the Archive and preparing materials digitally for a content management system. The overall project goal is to have the physical collection in complete collaboration with the digital aspect of the collection. This project may take years to complete but we are dedicated to preserving the history of the Edgar Cayce work in the best way possible. This Assessment could not have happened without the support of several contributions. We are so grateful and appreciative for your continued support.

---

We hope you are as excited about these plans as we are. With the new layout, we will have enough space to add new shelving as your Library continues to grow in size. Currently, the A.R.E. Library has nearly 80,000 books and materials. This renovation is going to be a major step forward for the Library and the A.R.E. overall. Thank you to all who have been part of it.

---

In the Edgar Cayce readings, it discusses color being a vibration: “Consider the effect of the color itself upon thine own body as ye attempt to apply same by either concentration, dedication, or meditating upon these. For as has been given, color is but a vibration. Vibration is movement. Movement is the activity of a positive or negative force. Is the activity of self as in relationship to these then positive?” Edgar Cayce reading 281-29